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SERAH
REIKKA
ABOUT
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Hey!
I am Serah Reikka freelancer as CGI
Artist, Game Designer and developer
in the technologies of virtual reality
and augmented reality (professional
application).
I had the opportunity in my
professional career to work with big
name of entertainment industries such
as Disney, Universal and others.
I invite you to visit my different portfolio
listed below :)
If you have any questions feel free to
contact me.
Serah Reikka -
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CGI CHARACTERS

Y

ou are looking for a fully CGI characters like
Lilmiquela or even Tanos from Marvel ? You are in
the right place !
All of my CGI characters is designed following a details
process :
- Understand your project and idea’s.
- Helping you by the best strategy for design your idea
- Proposing a complete moodboard of you character
I propose 2 kind of CGI characters according from my
experience and the needs of my customers.
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The first one is to design a fully complete CGI character,
head, body, clothes, jewelry, make up and tatoo.
My professional model Serah Fei was designed by this
way and I invit you to check her social media for more
informations (below).
The second process is to use the «CGI/VFX» way to design
your character like Lilmiquela. It means that ONLY the
head are in CGI. The rest of the body is a real actor with
real outfit and environment.
One of my cutomers « Cade Harper» was designed on
this way (100K Followers by now). I designed a complete
CGI head and we use a profesionnal real model for
various pictures and pose. Exactly as lilmiquela. Cade
Harper is famous in USA with more than 100K followers
in Instagram.
Here how I manage to design a CGI/VFX picture.
Firstly I will need real pictures from your real model
(it could be in studio, outside, inside etc) shoot by a
photographer.
Secondly thanks to Autodesk Maya and Adobe
photoshop I will be able to track your real model and
replace the real head by the CGI head keeping the
position of the real head + the ambiant light.
Your CGI character could also have CGI animation. Head
and full body :)
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3D VFX VIDEO
MATCHMOVING & CAMERA TRACKING

I

n visual effects, match moving is a technique that
allows the insertion of computer graphics into liveaction footage with correct position, scale, orientation,
and motion relative to the photographed objects in the
shot.

The term is used loosely to describe several different
methods of extracting camera motion information from
a motion picture. Sometimes referred to as motion
tracking or camera solving, match moving is related to
rotoscoping and photogrammetry
Match moving is primarily used to track the movement
of a camera through a shot so that an identical virtual
camera move can be reproduced in a 3D animation
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program. When new animated elements are composited
back into the original live-action shot, they will appear
in perfectly matched perspective and therefore appear
seamless.
If you want to give a realistic looking using video format,
the matchmoving method is the best options. Used on
all cinema industry to integrate real content into a CG,
the 3D VFX will give a second breath for your project such
as a virtual model.
Having a living CG model in video will definitively make
your project unique and strongly realistic compared your
competitions.
Most of CG virtual model are only made in «picture»
format because having access to the 3D VFX method
is complicated and expensive for small and medium
company.
With Reikka Design, I give the best price from small
company and medium company to let them reach this
high technology and high-end quality for their projects.
Here some sample made for Serah Fei Reikka :
https://youtu.be/iJT6EZCv9KY - Serah’s voice intro
https://youtu.be/v1Uwsbmg-lw - Shop advertising
https://youtu.be/Sp-MbB6bbqk - Live photoshooting
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GAME DESIGN

A

s a CGI Artist & Game designer it is important to
have knowledge on the video game industries to
support our customers on their projects.
According to my experience, I can propose any kind of
work as game designer such as :
- Designing an High poly model (ex: characters).
- Fully rigged for animation.
- Game ready for UE4 or Unity 3D
I’m able to design (+level design) from scratch or any
plans an environnment on game engines (UE4 and Unity
3D).
More information : Artstation & sketchfab «serah reikka»
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Archays Environment

Koyuki Rigged - Sword of Scyllia
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PORTFOLIO
F

or more information about me or my work please feel
free to visit my social media following these link :

Website - social media :
https://www.serahreikka.com/
https://www.instagram.com/serahreikka/
http://reikka-design.com/
https://www.artstation.com/serahreikka
https://sketchfab.com/serahreikka
https://www.facebook.com/reikka.serah/
https://twitter.com/SerahReikka
http://www.youtube.com/c/SeraHReikka

World Distinction :
Serah among the 10 best virtual influencer in the
world by Forbes Magazine :
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stephanrabimov/2020/06/10/
the-real-game-changers-how-virtual-models-take-oncreative-industries/#1f3715562894
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Mia Locklace
Beyond Polaris
Guardian
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Serah
Shooting
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Project Jace - CGI Head / VFX / Real Body
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Cade Harper V1 - CGI Head / VFX / Real Body
instagram.com/cadeharper
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VITAMOTUS CG Character for
VITAMOTUS company
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PLANS

Fiverr’s Offer

Monthly Bundle*

Custom Offer**

Character ‘s MoodBoard

Find the best identity for your
character

30 Final pictures

30 final CGI renders for your
character

HDRI Light

VFX light + Shaders for your
character’s environment

Fiverr’s offer is available
on my fiverr page

Head/Body Jewelry

CGI neckless, rings etc

For a custom offer please
feel free to contact me

Head/Body Makeup
8K Makeup + Tattoo’s

CGI Animation

Walking animation

Hair Style

Change the color + 1 new hair
style

Price

Contact me

I propose 3 payment method for my dear customers :
- Fiverr’s method
- Paypal’s method (Milestone payment accepted by 80%up front and 20% down for
order >1000$
- Bank transfert
Fiverr’s take 20% up to all transaction then no discount can be applied.
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